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Long Term Plan: Year A: Current Y5 

Reviewed in light of COVID-19 school closure, affecting the coverage of Y4 curriculum for this cohort 

 

(Subject to change and inevitable overflow of Y5 units into Y6 to accommodate untaught Y4 units) 

  Autumn Spring Summer 

 

English 

Ongoing development of reading and writing skills, including associated grammar, punctuation and spelling:  
relative clauses; adverbs; modal verbs; devices to build cohesion (within and across paragraphs); brackets, dashes and 
commas to indicate parentheses (additional information); commas to clarify meaning and avoid ambiguity; verb 
prefixes; and the use of suffixes to convert nouns or adjectives into verbs. 
WWII 
Story genre; When We Were 
Warriors; Leaving story; fictional 
recount (evacuee); non-chronological 
reports, inc. vocabulary; letter home 
from battlefield (to reassure) 
compared to diary entry of true 
conditions; first person in diary; 
propaganda; contrasts in My Uncle’s 
Dunkirk; symbolism in A Child’s 
Garden; Germans in the Woods (LS) 
flashbacks; Beyond the Lines (LS) 
setting description (in 100 words); 
symbolism of paper men; thesaurus. 
 
Slam poetry 
(Reading unit) On the Ning, Nang, 
Nong & The Jabberwocky (Literacy 
Shed); use of nonsense words; 
performance skills; thesaurus; 
enjoyment and understanding of 
language; learn by heart. 
 

Room 13: Robert Swindells 
Describe/contrast settings (Whitby 
Abbey); building tension (without 
having to resolve); contrasting 
language used in a postcard and a 
letter home; write own parts of story 
using existing/created characters and 
effective dialogue, inc. contractions; 
story structure; write short story 
using stimulus; thesaurus. 
 
Climate Change/Fair Trade 
Research/discussion/debate; write 
leaflet for most appropriate audience 
(and contrasting supplement for 
child-audience); controlled letter to 
someone about a specific element 
contributing to climate change 
(formal letter); non-chronological 
report eg. webpage; explanation of 
climate change (in 100 words, in 10 
bullet points or without using certain 
phrases); writing to persuade 

Instructions 
Direct address; cohesion (adverbials 
of time and place and synonyms); 
tents; clay project; podcasts; making 
sock monkeys. 
 
Ancient Greeks or The Magician of 
Samarkand 
Myths; mythical beasts; 
compare/contrast settings and 
purposes of stories; how characters, 
inc. heroes and mythical beasts, are 
introduced and developed; 
atmosphere establishment and 
development; culture- or genre-
specific language; devices for 
cohesion; write own labour of 
Heracles; write to explain (legend) 
and warn (myth); different audiences 
(Marcia Williams) 
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Earth, Sun and Moon 
Explanation for different audiences, 
(including video audience to build 
upon performance skills); scientific 
vocabulary in glossary; Ted Ed 
podcasts. 

someone to purchase Fair Trade 
products (direct address); subject-
specific vocabulary; podcasts. 

 

Maths 

Number: place value 
Number: addition, subtraction, 
multiplication and division 
Statistics & Y4 Statistics (Summer 
4) 
Y4 Measurement: Time (taught pm) 
Perimeter and Area 

Number: multiplication and division 
(continued) 
Y4 Number: Decimals (Summer 1) 
Number: fractions 
Number: decimals and percentages 

Number: decimals (continued) 
Geometry: properties of shapes & Y4 
Geometry (Summer 5) 
Geometry: position and direction & 
Y4 Geometry (Summer 6) 
Y4 Measurement: Money (Summer 2) 
Measures: converting units 
Measures: volume 

 

Science 

Complete Y4 Sounds unit 
Out of this World: Earth, Sun and 
Moon; day and night: making scale 
models (inc. some Y4 Time objectives 
& calendars) 
Let’s Get Moving: gravity, resistance 
forces and mechanisms (inc. some 
Y4/5 Statistics objectives) 

Material World: material properties, 
dissolving, changes of state, 
reversible and irreversible changes 
(inc. some Y4/5 Statistics objectives) 
Growing Up and Growing Old: 
changes in humans from birth to old 
age, including puberty 
Science Week 

Circle of Life: life cycles and 
reproduction in plants and animals 
Super Scientists Investigation: 
planning, conducting and drawing 
conclusions from experiments 
(inc. some Y4/5 Statistics objectives) 

 

 

Topic 
(Y5/6) 

World War II 
Climate Change: Greenhouse Effect, 
deforestation, causes, consequences 
and our responsibilities. 

Why is fair trade fair? (Geo 
Connected unit): locational 
knowledge, human and physical 
geography.  Fair Trade Fortnight 
(25/02/19 to 10/03/19) 
Y4 Ancient Egyptians 

Who are Britain’s National Parks for? 
(Geo Connected unit): location and 
land use. 
Groovy Greeks: Ancient Greek life 
and achievements and their influence 
on the western world 
Suffolk Day (June) Y4: Local Area 
Study: Mouths of the two rivers 

 

Art & Design 
(Y5/6) 

Painting unit (Suffolk art plans/Keith 
Haring)  

Collage unit (Suffolk Art plans) 
Y4: Matisse; Y5: Gustav Klimt 

3D Clay project (Suffolk art plans) 
Textiles unit (Suffolk art plans) 
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Printing unit (Suffolk art plans) Drawing unit (Suffolk Art plans) 
Y5: Henry Moore, Kelvin Okafor, 
Augustin Edouart, Stephen 
Wiltshire) 

 Design & 
Technology 

Rationing, including alternatives to 
sugar, jacket potato, omelette (design 
own), cost out/ration ingredients 
(spreadsheet modelling). 
Computer programming: Crumble 

Mechanical Posters (T) 
Various STEM Challenges: Marble 
Run, Spaghetti and Bridges 

Super Seasonal Cooking (T) 
Lego Wedo (EXT from Y3) 

 

PSHEE 

Health and well-being: emergency 
first aid (recently covered) 
Road safety: Bikeability 
Relationships: Show Racism the Red 
Card 
Living in the wider world: rules and 
laws 
Living in the wider world: discuss 
and debate topical issues, challenging 
stereotypes (ongoing) 
OneCopStop: Bullying 

Health and well-being: physical and 
emotional changes during puberty 
Relationships: managing dares, anti-
social behaviour 
Living in the wider world: discuss 
and debate topical issues, challenging 
stereotypes (ongoing) 
OneCopStop: Social Media 

Citizenship: democracy (link to 
Ancient Greeks) 
Relationships: discrimination, 
bullying, prejudice 
Health and well-being: media images 
and influences 
Health and well-being: healthy-
eating/fitness day (whole-school) 
Living in the wider world: discuss 
and debate topical issues, challenging 
stereotypes (ongoing) 

 
Music 

Solar System (ME5): listening 
At the Movies (ME5) 

Our Community (ME5): performance Life Cycles (ME5): structure 

 R.E. 

Learning from and about religions: 
Islam: Submission 
Christianity: Reconciliation 

Learning from and about religions: 
Buddhism: Enlightenment 
Christianity: Eucharist 

Learning from and about religions 
Hinduism: Karma 
Buddhism: Worship, Pilgrimages and 
Sacred Places (Refuge) 

 P.E. 

Basketball/Netball 
Dance 

Swimming and water safety 
Tennis 
Orienteering (Rendlesham Forest) 
(OAA) 

Striking and fielding games 
Athletics 
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French 

Cultural awareness  
Greetings 
Time and birthdays 

Simple opinions 
Family members and animals 
Cultural awareness & greetings 

Parts of the body 
Appearance 
Shopping 
Cultural awareness & greetings 

 Computing 

Programming: Crumble (at BT), Lego 
Wedo and Scratch (see also D.T. 
objectives) 

Using technology safely, respectfully 
and responsibly (Safer Internet Day: 
5th February, 2019)  
Understanding computer networks 

Spreadsheet modelling 
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Long Term Plan: Year B: When Chn will be Y6 

(Subject to change) 

  Autumn Spring Summer 

 

English 

Ongoing development of reading and writing skills, including associated grammar, punctuation and spelling:  
use of passive voice; differences between formal and informal speech; subjunctive verb forms; synonyms and 
antonyms; building on cohesive devices from Y5: repetition of a word or phrase; adverbials; ellipses; layout devices; 
use of semi-colons, colons and dashes to mark boundaries between independent clauses; punctuating lists; hyphens; 
Journalistic Writing 
Distinguish between fact and opinion 
(Super Movers); The Viking 
newspaper; Gunpowder Plot; 
compare Mersea advertising material 
with actual experience; recount; 
crime scene; current affairs (First 
News); use of passive voice for 
unconfirmed information. 
 
The Power of Imagery (poetry) 
Precise vocabulary selection; 
thesaurus; figurative language; 
extended metaphors; application to 
prose; The Road Not Taken. 
 
Classic Fiction (A Christmas Carol) 
BBC Radio clips; speech punctuation 
when direct speech interrupted; 
character changes following 
significant events; journalistic 
writing; (time) setting; formal 
language; formal letter writing 
(Marley to Scrooge for day off; 
Scrooge to others for forgiveness); 

Pig Heart Boy (Malorie Blackman) 
Argument and debate (inc. link to 
Shambo the bull: Hinduism); 
persuasive writing; journalistic 
writing; link to topical debate (First 
News, eg. Sugar Tax); conscious 
control of sentence structure (rewrite 
chapter from alternative perspective, 
using emotive vocabulary); list 
arguments using bullet-points; 
passive voice; letter-writing; how 
readers are influenced by viewpoint; 
public speaking (debate at Bury 
Guildhall?);  

Recount 
Flour Babies (Anne Fine) or sock 
monkeys; diary entries; letter-
writing; biography; autobiography 
(Georgia O’Keefe, Alberto 
Giacometti, Chris Ofili); retell 
significant life events of chosen figure 
in own words; Boy by Roald Dahl; 
journalistic writing; recount time at 
school. 
 
Year 5/6 Production/Whispering 
Cottage 
Playscript conventions for dialogue; 
rewriting as prose; drama links: 
establishing setting (masking tape 
stage); character profiles (annotated 
silhouettes); annotating playscripts 
with performance directions; writing 
in own scene & performing; 
character development; biography 
and autobiography of characters; 
listing; precis scenes/longer passages 
to write synopses for actors and for 
audiences (limited word count); 
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retell parts in own words; contrast 
with The Well Good News of 
Christmas booklet (formal/informal). 

adapting for radio audience. 

 
Maths 

Number: place value 
Number: addition, subtraction, 
multiplication and division 
Fractions 
Y5 Measures: converting units (pm) 

Number: decimals 
Number: percentages 
Measurement 
Number: algebra 
Number: ratio 
Geometry and statistics 

Revision 
Number: algebra 
Number: ratio 
Geometry and statistics 
Geometry: properties of shapes 
Geometry: position and direction 

 

Science 

Let it Shine: how light travels, 
shadow-formation 
Electrifying: circuit components, 
circuit diagrams and adapting output 

We’re Evolving: (Mary Anning, 
Charles Darwin, Alfred Wallace) 
evolution, inheritance, fossils and 
adaptation (Ips Museum?) 
We are Dinosaur Hunters:  planning, 
conducting and drawing conclusions 
from experiments 

Classifying Critters: classification of 
living things 
Staying Alive: circulatory system, 
diet, transportation of nutrients in 
plants and animals 

 

 

Topic 
(Y5/6) 

The Vikings (and Anglo-Saxons): 
raids and invasion, Alfred the Great 
and Athelstan, first king of England 

Environmental regions of the UK: 
locational knowledge, geographical 
skills (using maps and atlases) 

The Ancient Maya: contrasting non-
European history with British history 
Conservation: human and physical 
geography (poss. inc. trip to 
Foxburrow Farm) 
Suffolk Day (June) 

 
Art & Design 

(Y5/6) 

Painting unit (Suffolk Art 
Plans/Georgia O’Keefe) 
Printing unit (Suffolk Art Plans/Dale 
Devereux-Barker) 

Drawing unit (Suffolk Art 
Plans/Hunderwasse and Auerbach) 
Textiles unit (Suffolk Art 
Plans/batik/ Jean Daveywinter) 

Painting Unit (Suffolk Art 
Plans/Chris Ofili) 
3D unit (Alberto Giacometti) 

 Design & 
Technology 

Making a Viking Village 
Automata Animals (T) 

Sock Monkeys (in preparation for 
English next term) & Y4: Sewing and 
Stitching 
 

Food technology: alternatives to 
meat: vegetable and lentil casserole, 
fish cakes (mashed potato). 
Healthy, balanced diet (Science & 
PSHEE link). 
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PSHEE 

Health and well-being: differentiate 
between risk, danger and hazard 
(Crucial Crew) 
Safety Day (Crucial Crew) 
 

Health and well-being: human 
reproduction 
Living in the Wider World: research 
and debate topical issues and 
problems concerning health and 
well-being (link to Pig Heart Boy, 
Sugar Tax) 
Safer Internet Day (February) 
OneCopStop: knife crime and 
County Lines 

Relationships: differentiate between 
sex, gender identity and sexual 
orientation  
Health and well-being: taking care of 
your body and recognising, reporting 
and preventing abuse 
Healthy Eating Day 
Enterprise Week 

 
Music 

World Unite: (ME6): Exploring 
rhythm and melody through song and 
movement 

Journeys (ME6) Performing together (eg. Y5/6 
production or Leavers’ Assembly) 

 
R.E. 

Learning from and about religions: 
Islam: Tawhid 
Christianity: Incarnations 

Learning from and about religions: 
Hinduism: Beliefs and Questions 
Christianity: Resurrection 

Learning from and about religions 
Humanism 
Judaism 

 
P.E. 

Swimming and water safety 
Gymnastics 
Mersea (OAA) 

Tennis Striking and Fielding Games 
Athletics 

 
French 

Cultural awareness  
Greetings 
Time and birthdays 

Simple opinions 
Family members and animals 
Cultural awareness & greetings 

Parts of the body 
Appearance 
Shopping 
Cultural awareness & greetings 

 
Computing 

Using search technologies (Internet) 
and evaluating digital content 

Using technology safely, respectfully 
and responsibly (Safer Internet Day). 

Design and create programs, systems 
and tools for a range of digital devices 

 

 


